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1. I hate the Block Universe 



Time: The Common View 
Events Become and Go, One by One 



Time: The Relativistic View 
All Events Coexist along Time 



2. EPR: it’s about time to revisit time   





A pre-existing spin, to be just detected 

or  

A superposed state,  
to become definite upon measurement?  

? 



Bell’s Proof (1964) 
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Alice and Bob can freely choose at the last moment 

the spin orientation to be measured.  

Correlations or anti-correlations will emerge  

depending on the relative angle between magnets 

Conclusion: 

No pre-established spins can exist for every possible pair of choices 



3. EPR time-reversed => Becoming 



 1. Is your spin “up” in the α direction?  

 2. Is your spin “up” in the β direction?  

 3. Is your spin “up” in the γ direction?  

50% “Yes” , 50% “No”  

The Elitzur-Dolev Quantum Liar Paradox: 

Replacing Bell’s Third Question    

50% “No”  

Bell’s Test for Particle Telepathy:  

3 Possible Questions, 2 Possible Answers  

 3. Are you entangled with the other particle?  

50% “Yes” ,  



The Elitzur-Dolev Quantum Liar Paradox 

• Two excited atoms A1 and A2 reside 

in cavities facing a beam-splitter 

• One detector clicks, source of the 

photon uncertain 

• Thereby entangling the two atoms 

• An orthogonal measurement to 

excited/ground is introduced 

• EPR 

• Bell’s-proof holds 

• The Quantum Liar Paradox 
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The Quantum Liar Paradox 
   

 

– One atom is found to be excited, which seems to indicate 
that it has emitted no photon. 

– Hence, it could not interact with the other atom and should 
not be entangled with it. 

– But, by violating Bell’s inequality, its “having preserved its 
photon” is due to entanglement with the other atom! 

 



Lavrentiy Beria 

Большая Советская Энциклопедия    



History, The Soviet Encyclopedia’s Version 

When the “hero of the people” former KGB head is shot as a traitor, 

you take back old volumes of the encyclopedia, take out the pages of 

the entry “Beria” and replace them with “Bering.” 

Could Nature be similarly reiterating a process’s evolution 

at the quantum level?  

Our Relativistic Quantum Model 



4. EPR + weak measurement => Block Universe 



Standard Quantum Measurement 

of a Particle’s Spin  

Stern-Gerlach magnet 

efficient detectors  
(very low momentum uncertainty) 

? 



Stern-Gerlach magnet 

inefficient detectors  
(high momentum uncertainty) 

? ? 

Weak Quantum Measurement 

of a Particle’s Spin  



Weak Measurement 



feeble Signal  

(always at center)  

feeble Noise  

(position varied) 



feeble Signal  

(always at center)  

feeble Noise  

(position varied) 



Why “Weak Measurement”?  
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A weak measurement of a single 

particle is highly inaccurate,  

But when carried out on many 

particles it becomes as accurate as a 

strong measurement. 

Signal overcomes noise. 



A metaphysical question gets an empirical twist: 

What is a particle’s state between two measurements? 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

α 

β 

? 



The Two State-Vector Formalism: 
Weak Measurement gives a New Account of Time  
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J. S. Bell’s Proof (1964) 
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Alice and Bob can freely choose at the last moment 

the spin orientation to be measured.  

Correlations or anti-correlations will emerge  

depending on the relative angle between magnets 

Conclusion: 

No pre-established spins can exist for every possible pair of choices 



Morning: Alice 

Evening: Bob 

space 

time   

γ 
Last minute choice! 
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A Quantum Experiment with Causality: EPR Pairs 

γ γ 

γ γ 

α α 
β β 

γ γ 
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1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 
1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 
1= ↑ 2= ↓3=↑4= ↑5= ↑ 6=↑ 7=↑ 8=↑ 9=↑ …n=↓ 
1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 
1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 

1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 
1= ↑ 2= ↓3=↑4= ↑5= ↑ 6=↑ 7=↑ 8=↑ 9=↑ …n=↓ 
1= ↓ 2=↑ 3=↓ 4=↓ 5=↓ 6=↓ 7= ↓8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 
1= ↑ 2= ↓3=↑4= ↑5= ↑ 6=↑ 7=↑ 8=↑ 9=↑ …n=↓ 

1=↑ 2=↓ 3=↓ 4=↑ 5=↓ 6=↑ 7=↓ 8=↓ 9=↓ …n=↑ 

Above  

Below  

β 

N  EPR pairs  



space 

time   

Quantum Nonlocality Naturalized 

Nonlocal influence? 

Each EPR particle is again pre-and post-

selected, its own measurement being the 

post-selection while the other’s measurement 

is its pre-selection (with the sign inverted)!  



Chronology is Protected 

The fact that the future choice has been somehow encrypted 

within past measurement results is revealed only after the 

choice is actually made. 
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5. Eppur si muove! 


